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Planning for megafauna
recovery in the tropical
rainforests of Sumatra

Muhammad I. Lubis1,2*, Janice S. H. Lee1, U. M. Rahmat3,
Tarmizi2, Eka Ramadiyanta2, Dewi Melvern2,
Sasha Suryometaram2, Ahtu Trihangga3, Muhammad Isa4,
Dedy Yansyah4, Ridha Abdullah4, Ardiantiono5, William Marthy2,
Kendall R. Jones6, Noviar Andayani2 and Matthew Linkie2

1Asian School of the Environment & Earth Observatory of Singapore, Nanyang Technological
University Singapore, Singapore, Singapore, 2Wildlife Conservation Society, Indonesia Program,
Bogor, Indonesia, 3Gunung Leuser National Park, Banda Aceh, Indonesia, 4Leuser Conservation
Forum, Banda Aceh, Indonesia, 5Durrell Institute of Conservation and Ecology (DICE), School of
Anthropology and Conservation, University of Kent, Canterbury, United Kingdom, 6Wildlife
Conservation Society, New York, NY, United States
Human-induced forest loss has had devastating impacts on biodiversity.

Mammal populations in the tropics have been hit particularly hard by the

resulting habitat loss, fragmentation and degradation, as well as by overhunting

which often goes hand-in-hand. While declines in these populations are

generally well documented, few studies offer a pathway for their recovery.

Here, we test the association between changes in forest habitat and

occupancy trends of Sumatran megafauna (elephant and tiger) and key tiger

prey species (wild boar and sambar) in the Leuser Ecosystem: a large forest

landscape on the Indonesian island of Sumatra. For elephant and tiger, we

develop additional occupancy models to predict their respective spatial

distribution under different scenarios of forest loss and gain (through

restoration and increased connectivity) to provide a blueprint for avoiding

future species loss and assisting with their population recovery. From 2000 to

2019, 254,722 ha (6.7%) of natural forest was converted, primarily to plantations

and shrubs. The species-specific responses over the study period revealed that

the occurrence of elephant declined along the west, with a range shift to the

northeast of Leuser, whereas wild boar underwent a dramatic widespread

decline and although sambar experienced losses around the forest edge, it

remained widespread in the interior forest, while tiger occupancy remained

stable. Modelling habitat loss and fragmentation led to an unsurprising demise of

Sumatran megafauna, whereas strategic investments that reconnected several

forest patches provided disproportionately large benefits for their recovery

through the recolonization of former parts of their range. Indonesia has
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achieved six consecutive years of declining forest loss rates, and our study’s

findings can build off this conservation success by supporting improved

provincial spatial planning and field-based restoration efforts that avoid

declines of threatened megafauna species and act as a catalyst for rewilding a

landscape of global importance.
KEYWORDS

large mammal conservation, occupancy, tiger, tropical forest loss, landscape
connectivity, extinction risk, rewilding
1 Introduction

Tropical forest loss along with the overexploitation of species,

invasive alien species, and climate change, are driving down levels of

global biodiversity at an alarming rate (Morris, 2010; IPBES, 2018;

Harvey et al., 2022). As tropical forest landscapes are degraded, in

particular by expanding settlements, farmlands and plantations,

they lose their size, intactness, and biodiversity, which makes them

less resilient to edge effects, climate change, and other pressures

(Kinnaird et al., 2003; Senior et al., 2019). Forest habitat

fragmentation can be especially harmful to wide-ranging species

because it potentially limits their ability to migrate, disperse, find

mates, feed, and therefore complete their life cycle (Tucker et al.,

2018). Furthermore, the expansion of human activities into

previously inaccessible forest areas has led to greater human

presence, and increases the risk of human–wildlife conflicts and

diseases spillover (Corlett, 2007; Inskip & Zimmermann, 2009;

Symes et al., 2018; Vora et al., 2022).

Forest conversion has had an acute impact on mammalian

assemblage, functional diversity, and the structure and composition

of natural habitats (Ahumada et al., 2011; Vynne et al., 2022). It has

led to a general decline in mammal populations that has raised

concerns over the loss of key roles that certain mammals play in

maintaining healthy ecosystems, such as through seed dispersal for

forest regeneration, and mesopredator and ungulate control

(Seidensticker, 1986; Kinnaird et al., 2003; Linkie et al., 2006;

Gaveau et al., 2009; Luskin et al., 2017). The recent calls for

rewilding (Fernández et al., 2017; Perino et al., 2019), especially

of large-bodied mammals, is therefore seen as one way to restore

ecological integrity and ecosystem health (Vynne et al., 2022).

Rewilding can be achieved through the reintroduction of

individuals from extirpated populations to well-managed areas,

such as the bison (Bison bison) in North America, or through

reconnecting patches of natural habitats to facilitate recolonization

by extant populations, such as the grey wolf (Canis lupis) across

continental Europe (Sanderson et al., 2008; Szewczyk et al., 2019).

Numerous studies have shown the positive impacts of rewilding and

its positive feedback on forest regeneration and ecosystem health,

more generally (Corlett, 2007; Budiharta et al., 2014; Crouzeilles

et al., 2016; Omeja et al., 2016; Derhé et al., 2018; Acevedo-Charry &

Aide, 2019).
02
A rewilding approach holds great potential for a country like

Indonesia. It hosts globally important populations of threatened

large mammal species and, despite having had high rates of forest

change, it has maintained a trend of decreasing forest loss rates for

six consecutive years (MoEF, 2022). While safeguarding the area

and integrity of the remaining forest remains a priority, along with

protecting its resident wildlife from poaching, these recent forest

trends allow for greater consideration to be given to mapping out a

pathway for species recovery, particularly in landscapes

surrounding the better protected national parks (Luskin

et al., 2017).

In this study, we investigate the association between forest

change patterns and the population status of several threatened

mammal species in the Leuser Ecosystem. We map and quantify

temporal trends in forest cover change from 2000 to 2019 and use

these data to assess the spatial drivers of forest loss. From this, we

estimate the change in species occupancy for two of the national

government’s priority species — Sumatran elephant (Elephas

maximus ssp. sumatranus) and Sumatran tiger (Panthera tigris

sumatrae) — and the principal prey of tiger — wild boar (Sus

scrofa) and sambar (Rusa unicolor) — using field survey data

collected in 2009 and 2019. We develop a spatially-explicit

predictive model to explore how future patterns of forest loss and

gain would influence the occurrence of elephant and tiger in the

wider landscape.
2 Materials and methods

2.1 Study area

The 2.6 Mha Leuser Ecosystem is one of the most important

intact rainforests in Southeast Asia. Located at the northern end of

the Indonesian island of Sumatra, the ecosystem straddles the

provinces of Aceh and North Sumatra. The forest of the Leuser

Ecosystem has a unique biodiversity richness due to its geological

divisions that consist of: lowland forest, montane forest, freshwater

swamp forest, mangrove forest, and peat swamp forest (Baukering

et al., 2009). The Leuser Ecosystem is the only place on Earth where

the Sumatran tiger, Sumatran rhino (Dicerorhinus sumatrensis),

Sumatran orangutan (Pongo abelii), and Sumatran elephant, all
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critically endangered, coexist (IUCN, 2023). Due to its outstanding

biodiversity and cultural values as well as the essential ecosystem

services it provides, the Leuser Ecosystem has been globally

recognized as a top priority tiger conservation landscape

(Dinerstein et al., 2006), a UNESCO Tropical Rainforest Heritage

Site (UNESCO, 2004), and currently on the “in danger” list

(Setyawati et al., 2021). In Indonesia, it is considered a National

Strategic Area for its Environmental Protection Function under

Indonesian law (Government regulation No. 26/2008). Most (80%)

of the Leuser Ecosystem is protected through its designation under

Gunung Leuser National Park (GLNP, 31%), Forest Management

Units (FMUs, 46%), and Singkil Wildlife Reserve (SWR, 3%).

The integrity of the Leuser Ecosystem is threatened by habitat

conversion, primarily to smallholder farmland, and wildlife

poaching. A network of 10,415 km of official and unofficial roads

encircles the Leuser Ecosystem and, in key places, cuts into it,

thereby providing direct access to the forest edge and sections of its

interior (Sloan et al., 2018). These roads increase the likelihood of

poaching for high-value wildlife species, such as tiger and elephant,

or for subsistence hunting by local people (Figel et al., 2021). As

consequences, dramatic declines of tiger prey, such as wild boar and

sambar have been observed, while wild boar populations have been

heavily impacted by the spread of African swine fever (ASF; Luskin

et al., 2021). This prey base reduction provides one explanation for a

recent increase in the frequency of human–tiger conflict incidents

(Lubis et al., 2020).
2.2 Datasets

2.2.1 Mapping forest cover change
Sumatran elephants and tigers require good quality forest

habitats to thrive (Gopala et al., 2011; Goodrich et al., 2022), so
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 03
we mapped forest cover change from land use and land cover

(LULC) data published by the Indonesian Ministry of Environment

and Forestry (MoEF) from 2000 to 2019 (Figure 1). The LULC

dataset consists of 23 land cover classes that were generated by

MoEF using visual interpretation of Landsat satellite imagery, with

a mapping unit of 6.25 ha (MoEF, 2018a). For our analysis, we

grouped the LULC data into five broader land cover classes: forest

(FOR); plantation (PLT); cropland (CRP); shrubland (SHB); and

non-vegetation areas (NON; Table S1). The forest class included six

MoEF-defined forest types (primary dryland forest, secondary

dryland forest, primary mangrove forest, secondary mangrove

forest, primary swamp forest, and secondary swamp forest). We

define habitat loss as when forest is converted to plantation

(industrial plantation forest or plantation under MoEF’s LULC

definition), cropland (dryland agriculture, mixed dryland

agriculture, paddy field), shrubland (savanna, shrub, shrub

swamp, and swamp), or non-vegetation area (settlement, cloud,

bare land, water, fishpond, airport, transmigration, and mining).

Habitat gain occurs when non-forest habitat (PLT, CRP, SHB,

NON) returns to forest (FOR). The land cover change analysis

was conducted using ArcMap 10.4.1 and R 4.2.1 (R Core

Team, 2017).

2.2.2 Species data collection
The Sumatra-wide Tiger Survey (SWTS), led by MoEF in

partnership with several NGOs, was conducted in two time

periods (2007–09 and 2018–19) in 21 landscapes encompassing

12.9 Mha, including the Leuser Ecosystem. The survey was designed

to primarily collect data on Sumatran tiger, but also collected data

on other mammalian species, namely Sumatran elephant, sambar,

and wild boar. The survey’s aim was to determine species

occupancy in the two time periods, population trends, and the

environmental and anthropogenic factors that influence species
FIGURE 1

Occupancy survey design for the Leuser Ecosystem and transects surveyed in (A) 2007–2009 and (B) 2018–2019.
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occurrence (Chandradewi et al., 2019). In Leuser Ecosystem, the

first survey was conducted between May 2007 and February 2009,

whilst the second survey was conducted from October 2018 to

December 2019. For each survey, species detection and non-

detection data were collected along transects in a network of 17 ×

17 km grid cells (Figure 1), an area based on the putative home

range size of an adult male Sumatran tiger (Wibisono et al., 2011).

To address logistical and cost challenges, whilst incorporating

a random sampling element, we conducted detection/non-

detection surveys along continuous transects, following the

methods outlined in Hines et al. (2010), Karanth and Nichols

(2010), and Wibisono et al. (2011). This was done by creating

random smaller quadrants (2.12 × 2.12 km) within each of the

larger grid cells. Each field team had to create routes, which were

mainly along the ridges that pass through these smaller random

quadrants. The number of random quadrants varied from one to

four depending on the percentage of forest cover. So, for example,

a grid cell with 10%–35% of forest cover would be allocated one

random cell, 36%–65% and 66%–85% of forest cover for two and

three random cells, whereas a grid cell with > 85% forest cover

would receive four random cells to be surveyed. The transect

length (survey effort) was proportionate to the extent of forest

habitat in a grid cell, and ranged from a minimum of 4 km for 10%

forest coverage in a cell and up to 40 km for 100% forest coverage

(Pinondang et al., 2018).

Transects were walked by 4–5 trained field staff searching for

any sign of the target species such as pugmarks, footprints, and

feces. Covariates such as habitat types were also measured along the

transects. Similarly, the presence of poaching activity, such as

snares, or signs of illegal logging (tree stumps, logged over trees,

logged over spots, and processed woods) were collected during the

surveys. Field teams were trained and equipped with a standardized

field survey manual that was developed solely for this survey to

minimize observation errors (Royle & Link, 2006). Survey effort, as

measured in distance travelled, was calculated three dimensions by

incorporating topography variability (z values) in the transect

length walked in each 17 × 17 km grid cell using track2dm

package in R (Lubis, 2021).
2.3 Data analysis

2.3.1 Estimating rates and drivers of forest
habitat change

We calculated habitat loss and gain in four periods (2000–2006,

2006–2009, 2009–2014, and 2014–2019) and presented the trends

of habitat conversion as a Sankey diagram (Figure 2; Schmidt,

2008). To understand the drivers of forest change in our study area,

we used a logistic regression analysis to investigate which

combination of environmental predictors explained the presence

or absence of forest loss (Table S2). First, we created geospatial

information systems (GIS) layer over our study site depicting forest

change between 2000 and 2014 with four classes (forest loss, forest

gain, and remaining forest habitat and non-forest habitat). We

randomly assigned 10,000 points over our study area and only

selected 398 points that fell on forest cover class (N = 345) and
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 04
forest loss class (N = 50) with minimum distance of 5 km between

points. We then combined points from forest loss and forest cover

habitat to be used as presence and absence of habitat loss for the

habitat loss modelling. We used the same number of points for

forest loss and forest cover. For example, we used 50 points of forest

loss and randomly select 50 points over forest cover classes from

2000 and 2014 GIS map for model calibration/training. Similarly,

we used 35 forest points and 35 forest loss points from 2014 and

2019 GIS map for model validation.

We used six environmental predictors based on our prior

assumptions of drivers of tropical forest loss (Table S2). These

included a terrain ruggedness index (tri), distance to village (dist. to

village), distance to roads (dist. to road), distance to river (dist. to

river), distance to forest edge in 2000 (dist. to forest edge), and

distance to large oil palm plantation (dist. to oilpalm). The tri was

generated based on an algorithm developed by Riley et al. (1999) that

express the difference in elevation between adjacent cells using digital

elevation data (Jarvis et al., 2008). The dist. to village, dist. to road and

dist. to river layers were generated using village points, road networks,

and river networks, respectively, from the Indonesian Geospatial

Agency (BIG). Dist. to forest edge was calculated from 2000 forest

cover data (MoEF, 2018b). We used the extent of oil palm plantation

published by Danylo et al. (2021) to generate the dist. to oilpalm

predictor variable. We only used large plantation (>100 ha)

established between 1985 and 2014 across the study area to create

the GIS layer. All GIS variables were standardized using z-scores

transformation ((y-)/SDy). All raster calculation were performed

using ArcMap 10.4.1 and R 4.2.1 (R Core Team, 2017).

We fitted the model using a logistic regression, using 50 present

and 50 absent forest loss points for 2000 and 2014 as our response

variable. This model explains the likelihood of forest loss based on

the above predictor variables. We measured the presence of

multicollinearity among the variables and avoided using variables

that have high correlation coefficient (Pearson’s r > |0.6|; Figure S1)
FIGURE 2

Land use changes in the Leuser Ecosystem between 2000 and
2019, where forest (FOR_00), plantation (PLT_00), shrub (SHB_00),
croplands (CRP_00), and non-forest (NON_00) were generated
using MoEF land use land cover data for the year 2000, and then
the years 2006, 2009, 2014 and 2019.
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in the same model. The top ranked model was chosen based on the

lowest small sample size corrected Akaike’s Information Criterion

value (AICc; Akaike, 1998). In addition, we assessed model accuracy

by comparing the spatial prediction of habitat loss from each

candidate model with 70 independent points generated from 2014

and 2019 GIS map and calculated the receiver operating

characteristic (ROC) curve (Hanley and McNeil, 1982). The

logistic regression analysis was performed using R software and

the AUC values were calculated using pROC package (Turck et al.,

2011) in R.

2.3.2 Spatial and temporal patterns of
mammal occupancy

We applied a single species hierarchical occupancy model

(MacKenzie et al., 2002) to estimate the detection probability and

occupancy value for each of the study species (elephant, tiger, wild

boar, and sambar), and extended this model to incorporate the

correlated detection model (Hines et al., 2010) for each SWTS

survey period (2007–2009 and 2018–2019). In our modelling

framework, we applied different grid cell sizes for different species

based on their different home range size.We used 17 × 17 km grid cell

to estimate the occupancy of tiger and elephant that have a large

home range (Linkie et al., 2008; Wibisono et al., 2011). We used 8.5 ×

8.5 km grid cell (subdividing 17 km grid cell by four) for smaller

species such as wild boar and sambar (Gopalaswamy et al., 2012). For

each grid cell size (17 × 17 km and 8.5 × 8.5 km), we extracted spatial

replicates at three lengths; 1 km, 3 km, and 5 km. Detection and non-

detection data from the four study species were extracted from each

spatial replicate. To avoid misidentification of these species, we only

used specific signs of the species such as pugmarks and direct

observations for tigers, and used footprint, feces, and direct

observations for elephants and sambar, and including nest for wild

boar. We only used signs with high certainty noted by the field

observers. We used track2dm package (Lubis, 2021) in R software to

extract detection and non-detection data for each species including

survey covariates (e.g., habitat type) in various replicate lengths and

grid sizes for both SWTS survey periods (2007–2009 and 2018–2019).

The detection and non-detection data for each species were

fitted using a single species, single season occupancy framework

that accounted for spatial correlation of detections (Hines et al.,

2010). For each species and each survey period, four key parameters

were estimated: probability of species presence (y), probability of

detecting a species (p) in a spatial replicate conditional on presence,

probability of species presence in a segment if the site is occupied

and the species was absent in the previous segment (q0), and
probability of species presence in a segment if the site is occupied

and the species was present in the previous segment (q1). The latter
two parameters were developed to account for a Markov process

that assumes a strong correlation exists between successive spatial

replicates (Hines et al., 2010).

Based on priori information (Table S2), we hypothesized that

species occupancy (y) was associated with environmental covariates,

such as elevation, slope, total area of forest cover (fcover_area),

number of forest cover patches (fcover_patches), human

disturbance (disturbance) and, for tiger only, prey occurrence
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 05
(prey). The detection of a species (p) was hypothesized to be

influenced by proportion of forest habitat (forest_hab) collected

directly during the surveys. Elevation and slope were generated

using elevation data (Jarvis et al., 2008), which were used to

estimate species occupancy in both survey periods, whilst

fcover_area, fcover_patches, prey, disturbance, and forest_hab

layers were specifically created for each survey period. For example,

to estimate species occupancy in 2009, we used MoEF’s forest cover

map in 2009 (MoEF, 2018b) to create fcover_area and fcover_patches

layers. Whilst prey, disturbance, and forest_hab layers which were the

proportion of prey species (including wild boar and sambar) and

human disturbance (including the signs of illegal poaching, illegal

logging, encroachment, and non-timber forest product extraction),

and forest habitat respectively, detected along the transect lines

during 2007–2009 occupancy survey. A similar approach was used

to create fcover_area, fcover_patches, prey, and disturbance to

estimate species occupancy and forest_hab to account for

detectability using 2018–2019 data. All predictor variables were

extracted for each grid cell for each species using ArcMap 10.4.1

and R software.

We assessed the robustness of each replicate length (1 km, 3 km,

and 5 km) by creating a null model (without covariates) and a global

model (with all non-correlated covariates) for each species in each

survey period and compared their AICc values. From all species and

in both survey periods, our preliminary analysis revealed that 5 km

replicates had the lowest AICc values and were therefore used in the

subsequent analyses.

In the second step, we developed ~10 models for each of the

four species with different combination of elevation, slope,

fcover_area, fcover_patches, prey, and disturbance covariates to

the occupancy component, and only used forest_hab for the

detection component (Tables S3, S4). The candidate models were

built with a maximum of two covariates for and one covariate for p,

while keeping q0 and q1 with no covariates. We avoided using

models with covariates that had a correlation coefficient of more

than 0.6 (Figure S2) to avoid overfitting. We dropped any model

that failed to converge and selected the top-ranked model based on

lowest AICc values to generate point estimates of probability of

species occurrence (y) and its corresponding detectability (p) from

the two survey periods. We note that the RPresence package we

used in this analysis does not facilitate any goodness offit test for the

correlated detection model (Hines et al., 2010). So, in order to

measure the uncertainty for y and p, we used a non-parametric

bootstrap technique by randomly selecting the detection and non-

detection data with replacement, re-fitting the model (using the top-

ranked model), extracting mean y and mean p, and repeating this

1,000 times to produce 1,000 mean y and 1,000 mean p as bootstrap

distributions (MacKenzie et al., 2006; Kéry and Royle, 2015). We

then generated 95% confidence intervals for y and p by selecting the

2.5% and 97.5% percentile from the bootstrap’s distribution.

2.3.3 Mapping occupancy change
We developed spatial predictions of species occupancy in each

survey period using the top-ranked model’s regression coefficients

with a “predict” function from the raster package in R (Hijmans
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et al., 2017). We used a threshold of 0.5 to convert the probability

map into a binary map that consists of unoccupied (< 0.5) and

occupied (≥ 0.5) cells. We then compared the species occupancy

change between seasons using spatial matching, where for each grid

cell, we evaluated whether the occupancy status for each species had

changed between the two survey periods. For this, we created a new

raster layer based on these two spatial predictions of species

occupancy. This new raster layer had four categories; 0 if a cell

remained unoccupied in both periods, 1 if the occupied cell became

unoccupied (locally extinct), 2 if an unoccupied cell became

occupied (recolonized), and 3 if the cell remained occupied in

both periods. We created a single raster layer for each species and

calculated the areas (in hectares) for each category.

2.3.4 Modelling forest management scenarios
We developed scenarios for forest gain and loss and modelled

the effects of this habitat change for Sumatran elephant and

Sumatran tiger, since these two subspecies are critically

endangered and require large forest areas for their survival. We

used the occupancy estimates of elephants and tigers from 2018–

2019 data (Table S5) with the forest habitat variable to extrapolate

species occurrence to forest connected to the Leuser Ecosystem in

the provinces of Aceh to North Sumatra. We developed 10 scenarios

for future forest habitat ranging from worst to best scenarios. We

used the predicted model of habitat loss generated from the top-

ranked model’s regression coefficients (Table 1) where the forest

near the forest edge in 2000, particularly in areas with less rugged

terrain, were more prone to undergoing changes.

For the forest loss scenarios (#1–5), we disaggregated predicted

habitat loss into five classes based on the interquartile range of the

predicted probability of forest loss: 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 100%

(Figure S3). For the forest gain scenarios (#6–10), we predicted that

varying amounts of degraded forest would be recovered, and

reforestation strategies would be implemented to reconnect forest

patches. We used a global study on mapping reforestation potential

to prioritize areas for forest restoration and reforestation to mitigate

climate change impacts and improve ecosystem functioning

(Rayden et al., 2023). Using the reforestation potential map, we

developed five habitat gains scenarios by splitting the raster data

into five equal areas ranging from low to high values of potential

areas. This allowed us to predict what would happen to elephant

and tiger occupancy if 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 100% of this

potential habitat was restored (Figure S3).

Predicted areas (as a percentage) from the forest loss and forest

gain scenarios were calculated by multiplying the probability of

occupancy generated from top-ranked model for both elephant and
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tiger with the total area for each grid cell. For instance, if a cell had

y = 0.7, the occupied area for that cell would be 0.7 × 28,900 ha,

which is 20,230 ha, i.e., equal to 70%.
2.4 Study limitation

We recognize several limitations in our study that warrant

consideration. Firstly, each survey period extended between 14 to 22

months, potentially violating the closed population assumption,

particularly for highly mobile animals like tigers, which have large

home ranges and may exhibit movements during the survey period

(Tilson and Nyhus, 2010; Priatna et al., 2012; Simcharoen et al., 2014).

Although dynamic occupancy models, accounting for changes in

occupancy over time with colonization and extinction probabilities,

were considered to address this issue (MacKenzie et al., 2003), their

application was constrained due to the low density of tigers and

limited species detections. Moreover, the positive correlation between

local occupancy of successive segments, which should be considered in

dynamic models (Hines et al., 2014), may inflate occupancy

probability estimates (Emmet et al., 2021).

Secondly, the future predictions of our forest habitat models

were based solely on regression estimates from the top-ranked

occupancy model, using data taken only from 2018 and 2019. As a

result, these predictions lack empirical validation using data from

other periods, potentially affecting the reliability and

generalizability of our findings. Additionally, while the

importance of forest habitat to the survival of both megafauna

species was found to be similar in 2009 and 2019 (Table S5), the

study lacks a dynamic model approach, which might provide a

more nuanced understanding of the relationships between forest

cover loss and megafauna occurrence, by explicitly identifying

parameters associated with the extinction process. Thus, future

research should endeavor to incorporate data from multiple time

periods and employ dynamic modeling techniques, effectively

addressing the challenges posed by species mobility and utilizing

more comprehensive datasets for validation purposes.
3 Results

3.1 Spatio-temporal patterns of
forest change

From 2000–2019, forest cover in the Leuser Ecosystem

remained largely intact. The 2.4 Mha of forest in 2000 underwent
TABLE 1 Regression coefficients ( ± SE) for models within four delta AICc units (supported models), model weight (AICc Wt) and area under the curve
(AUC) of the operating plot, depicting the association between forest loss and environmental predictors in the Leuser Ecosystem.

Model ID Intercept Tri
Distance to
forest edge

Distance to
road

Distance to
river

AICc Wt AUC

1.1 0.29 (0.36) −2.07 (0.45) −3.68 (1.58) – – 0.5 0.94

1.2 −31.98 (7.26) – – −47.03 (10.44) – 0.3 0.93

1.3 −41.33 (13.51) – – −47.64 (10.72) −13.66 (15.80) 0.1 0.93
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an average annual loss of 0.3% (or 13,406 ha). Forests were mainly

converted to shrubland (2.9%), followed by plantation (2.4%), and

cropland (1.1%). Plantation expansion (11.5%) was most

substantial during 2014 and 2019 where 6.4% of croplands, 3.9%

of shrubland, 0.8% of non-forest, and 0.4 of forest were converted to

plantation (Figure 2). The conversion of forests around Leuser

Ecosystem mainly occurred at the habitat edges especially along

roads or at lowland areas.

Based on our top-ranked model (Tables 1; Table S6), forest loss

was more likely to occur in areas that were less rugged and closer to

the forest edge (Figure S4). This model had a high predictive

accuracy (AUC = 0.94) as compared to an independent land use

type dataset for the years 2014–2019. The residual of the selected

model was not affected by spatial autocorrelation (Moran’s I =

−0.03, P > 0.1). Sub-setting the predicted habitat loss model with

2019 forest edge data revealed patches of lowland forest that were

both important for biodiversity and at a high risk of clearance

(Figure 3). This highlighted the two largest intact peatlands of

Singkil WR and Kluet (inside GLNP) as being particularly

susceptible to future conversion.
3.2 Species occupancy trends

The occupancy survey conducted in the first period (2007–

2009) had a sampling effort of 4,483 km in 119 17 × 17 km grid cells

(average of 37 ± 15 km per cell). In the second period (2018–2019),

the total survey effort increased by 25% to 5,639 km in 109 grid cells

(average of 51 ± 28 km per cell; Figure 1). Comparing across the two

sampling periods, signs of elephant occurrence were found in 34

grid cells (naïve occupancy = 0.29) in the first period and then 19
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grid cells (0.17) in the second period. Signs of tiger occurrence were

found in 50 grid cells (0.42) in the first period and then 37 grid cells

(0.34) in the second period. For tiger prey, using smaller grid cells

(8.5 × 8.5 km), naïve occupancy decreased for each species: wild

boar (193 to 50 cells, or 0.57 to 0.15); and sambar (188 to 91, 0.55 to

0.28; Table 2).

The mean occupancy estimate for each species, except tiger

(1.4% increase), declined over the two time periods. This reduction

in mean occupancy was most pronounced for wild boar (−59.5%),

elephant (−18.2%), and sambar (−9.7%), although sambar still

maintained a high level of occurrence in the study area (y = 0.84;

Figure 4). Changes in detection probability were observed for each

species and the differences were statistically significant (Table 2).

We found for all species in both periods that even using 5 km

transect lengths as replicates, the probabilities of a species being

present in a 5 km transect was higher when that species was also

detected in the previous 5 km transect (q1; Table 2).
In the 2008–2009 survey, forest cover area and disturbance were

positively correlated with the occurrence of elephants and tigers.

Disturbance was positively associated with wild boar especially at

lower elevation. Sambar occupancy was associated with areas of

flatter slope and in a more fragmented forest (higher number of

forest patches). In the 2018–2019 survey, elephant occupancy was

higher in areas with more intact forest and higher disturbance. For

tigers, in addition to higher forest cover area, this species was found

in areas with a higher proportion of wild prey species. Wild boar

preferred less rugged areas and more fragmented forests. Sambar

showed a positive association with forest cover (Figure 5; Table S5).

Tiger and sambar had high levels of occupancy (78.4% and

72.3%) in both survey periods but had strong predicted patterns of

local extinction along the forest edge, with 21.6% and 27.7% of grid

cells that were occupied by tiger and sambar in 2009 being no longer

occupied in 2019 (Figure 6). Elephants had limited distribution in

the study area, due to the unsuitable rugged terrain located in the

interior areas, as reflected by their absence in most (73.4%) grid cells

in both survey periods. The local extinction and colonization

patterns were mixed, with elephant decline along the west side of

the Leuser Ecosystem and shifting their range in the northeast forest

patch. Wild boar experienced dramatic occupancy changes, where

occupied areas in 2009 (72.3%) were extinct in 2019. Only a small

percentage (25.9%) of areas were occupied by wild boar in 2019 and

these were mostly (21.2%) in lowland forest located near the forest

edge (Figure 6).
3.3 A pathway for Sumatran
megafauna recovery

Forest cover was found to be the single most important

predictor of elephant and tiger occupancy in 2019, followed by

human disturbance and, additionally for tiger, wild prey. Based on

this result, we were able to explore how future forest cover change

could impact elephant and tiger populations. A 20% decline in

forest habitat, for example, was predicted to result in an occupancy

decrease by 2–3% for elephant and 10–12% for tiger, whilst a 20%

increase in habitat led to an occupancy increase of 2–4% for
FIGURE 3

Probability of habitat loss in Leuser Ecosystem.
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elephant and 5–10% for tiger (Figure 7). Under the most

progressive habitat gain scenario (#1), connecting the western and

eastern forest patches in Leuser Ecosystem (Figure 7) resulted in an

occupancy increase of 67% for tiger and 23% for elephant. In this

scenario, elephants mainly benefitted from increased lowland

habitat, while tiger benefitted from increased interior forest

habitat that was more rugged (Figure 7).
4 Discussion

Our study provides the first assessment of occupancy trends for

Sumatran elephant and Sumatran tiger, as well as scenarios for

population recovery under different landscape management plans.

Our findings suggest a stable population trend for tigers with a

declining population trend for elephants and the wild prey of tigers,

especially wild boar. Our hypothesis on the positive correlation
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between forest cover and species occupancy especially for tiger and

elephant was confirmed, although the effect of forest cover loss on

elephant occupancy in the interior of the Leuser Ecosystem was

lower as this large mammal prefers lowland habitats, which are

primarily located at its periphery (Rood et al., 2010; Gopala

et al., 2011).

We found that signs of human activities (disturbance) were

positively associated with elephant and tiger occupancy. This may

be an artefact of both people and large-bodied animals using similar

trails to traverse the rugged interior of the Leuser Ecosystem, which

would be very difficult otherwise. A study from the north of Leuser,

in the Ulu Masen forest area, also found elephants to occupy habitat

patches close to human-dominated landscapes (Rood et al., 2010),

and several studies have shown the high overlap between people

and tigers in the Leuser Ecosystem (Lubis et al., 2020) and Bukit

Barisan Selatan NP in southern Sumatra (Pusparini et al., 2017).

While tigers may be able to survive in human-modified landscapes,
TABLE 2 Survey effort and parameter estimates of single season occupancy from 2009 and 2019 surveys with correlated detection from the top-
ranked model for each species.

Species Grid size Grids surveyed Grids with a detection Naïve y (95% CI) p (95% CI) q0 q1

2009 survey

elephant 17km 119 34 0.29 0.33 (0.25–0.53) 0.73 (0.36–0.98) 0.46 0.62

tiger 17km 119 50 0.42 0.72 (0.52–0.82) 0.47 (0.30–0.74) 0.41 0.61

wild boar 8.5km 341 193 0.57 0.79 (0.70–0.88) 0.80 (0.61–1.00) 0.47 1.00

sambar 8.5km 341 188 0.55 0.93 (0.85–0.97) 0.43 (0.38–0.77) 0.53 1.00

2019 survey

elephant 17km 109 19 0.17 0.27 (0.17–0.64) 0.34 (0.16–0.87) 0.43 0.99

tiger 17km 109 37 0.34 0.73 (0.45–0.92) 0.25 (0.11–1.00) 0.41 0.36

wild boar 8.5km 327 50 0.15 0.32 (0.22–0.68) 0.47 (0.21–1.00) 0.39 0.95

sambar 8.5km 327 91 0.28 0.84 (0.62–0.91) 0.59 (0.21–0.87) 0.23 0.82
frontiers
Naïve occupancy is the total number of grid cell where the species is detected at least once divided by total grid surveyed, y is the probability of species presence, p is the probability of detecting a
species, q0 is the probability of species presence in a segment if the site is occupied and the species was absent in the previous segment, and q1 is the probability of species presence in a segment if
the site is occupied and the species was present in the previous segment.
FIGURE 4

Mean occupancy estimates (black dots) with 95% CI (violin plots) of elephant, tiger, wild boar, and sambar in Leuser Ecosystem in survey periods
2009 and 2019.
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it is a precarious existence that relies on a having sufficient wild prey

base and not relying on livestock, and avoiding the perils of

poaching and retaliatory killings due to conflict with people that

are often heightened in these edge environments (Karanth et al.,

2011; Amir et al., 2022).

Our study revealed a declining trend in the size of the forest

areas occupied by tiger prey, especially wild boar. This lower

occurrence of prey, along with habitat loss, are predicted to have

a detrimental impact on Sumatran tiger population viability

(Karanth et al., 2004) and might have caused an increase in

human–tiger conflicts in the Leuser Ecosystem (Lubis et al.,

2020). Another study, which used camera trap data from GLNP

in 2010, 2013, and 2017, found a stable tiger density but a

substantial decline in wild boar occupancy (WCS unpublished

data), which is of great concern because this species alone

provides the highest prey biomass for tigers in Sumatra (Hayward

et al., 2012; Allen et al., 2021). The presence of African swine fever

(ASF) in the Leuser Ecosystem offers one possible explanation for

the alarming decline of wild boar in this landscape (WCS

unpublished data). The ASF virus has rapidly spread across Asia,

including Indonesia, having a devastating impact, with 100%

fatality to infected domestic pigs and wild boar (Luskin et al.,

2021). As a pertinent example near to our study area, from 2019 to

2020, around 1,007 ASF cases were reported by the Department of

Food Security and Animal Husbandry of North Sumatra Province

and Medan Veterinary Centre in 17 districts, including Langkat and

Deli Serdang, which form part of the Leuser Ecosystem (Primatika

et al., 2022). A recent mass death of pigs occurred in November

2022, where approximately 2,000 domestic pigs were found dead,

with symptoms suggesting ASF (Karouw, 2022). A large, but

unquantified, number of these pig carcasses were disposed of in

nearby rivers and may have ended up in close contact with people
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and/or wildlife, leading to further ASF transmission and infection

(Tambunan, 2022). While it remains unknown how a presumed

loss of wild boar has impacted tiger population density or changed

prey selection, particularly towards livestock, the outlook is

certainly dim (Hayward et al., 2012; Miquelle et al., 2018).

Assessing the spatial occurrence of species over time is

important for formulating appropriate conservation management

actions. In our study, areas where species were predicted to have

gone locally extinct (occupancy change category 1; Figure 6), we

would recommend, as an initial step, allocating increase ranger

patrol effort to secure this forest patch from poaching and habitat

loss (Linkie et al., 2015; Dancer et al., 2022; Adhiasto et al., 2023).

Our newly developed tools (e.g. track2dm R package; Lubis (2021))

used data from regular patrols to enable near real-time monitoring

of species and poaching threats. Additionally, within the Leuser

Ecosystem, our spatial model identifies where habitat restoration,

such as reforestation, should be prioritized to improve habitat

quality and allow species to naturally recolonize former parts of

their range. Improving the quality and quantity of habitat in these

areas should also provide more suitable candidate sites for

releasing suitable conflict tigers back into the wild (Goodrich and

Miquelle, 2005). Where one of our target species could

naturally recolonize (occupancy change category 2; Figure 6),

securing these areas through threat removal remains key, and

anticipating the effects of increased tiger occurrence near the

forest edge would require conflict mitigation measures that

reduce the opportunities for encounters between tigers and

people, such as improved livestock husbandry involving keeping

goats penned in at night (Goodrich et al., 2011). These efforts

require active collaboration between stakeholders (e.g., GLNP,

FMUs, SWR, and local governments) from planning to field

implementation activities.
FIGURE 5

Covariate effects on occupancy estimates based on the top-ranked model for tiger, elephant, wild boar, and sambar in the Leuser Ecosystem from
two survey periods (2009 and 2019).
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We were able to extend our predictive model beyond the Leuser

Ecosystem to include connected forests spanning the provinces of

Aceh and North Sumatra. However, our extrapolation could only be

based on the predictive model using forest cover because the other

important predictor variables of human disturbance and wild prey

were not available for areas outside of the Leuser Ecosystem. Still,

forest cover was the single most important variable, and we assume

that the levels of human disturbance and wild prey available would

not markedly vary based on our knowledge of the other areas, so the

final results should be reasonably accurate and provide important

insights. Our spatial predictions should help conservation managers

prioritize areas for habitat recovery and directly estimate the

associated consequences on species ’ occupancy. Habitat

enrichment or restoration should be conducted to connect

fragmented and distant habitat patches. This is feasible because,

for example, habitat restoration has become a government of Aceh

priority approach, as stipulated under local law (Qanun) Aceh
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 10
No.11/2019 (DLHK Aceh, 2019), and our spatially-explicit map

could be used as a science-based way to guide efforts towards more

strategically achieving this conservation goal.
5 Conclusion

Monitoring programs that assess wildlife populations and their

distributions, along with associated habitats, are crucial for

adaptive wildlife conservation management. With effective

forest habitat management, through forest restoration and

reforestation, issues related to decreasing wildlife populations can

be addressed in the following ways: 1) reducing the risk of further

isolating highly threatened species that are already low in numbers

and isolated in distinct habitat patches (Smith et al., 2018); 2) re-

populating areas by connecting source sites with a larger forest

habitat (Linkie et al., 2006; Walston et al., 2010); and, 3) reducing
B

C D

A

FIGURE 6

Spatial occupancy change of (A) elephant, (B) tiger, (C) wild boar, and (D) sambar in Leuser Ecosystem between 2009 and 2019.
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FIGURE 7

Predicted occupancy for elephant (B) and tiger (C) under various forest habitat loss and gain scenarios (A), with illustrations included for three
habitat changes scenario including habitat loss scenario 1 & 3, and habitat gain scenario 3. Bar plot (D) shows predicted occupied areas (in %) under
different forest cover scenarios.
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the accessibility of the forest for perpetrators and thus reducing the

poaching risk.
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